[Effectiveness of virtual immersion programmes in patients with Parkinson's disease. A systematic review].
Parkinson disease (PD) is the second most common neurodegenerative disease. Virtual reality (VR) is being used in rehabilitation of neurological patients. To analyze the VR systems' therapeutically effectiveness through PD diagnosed subjects with variables of motor, quality of life and cognition. Electronics database were used to look for articles: Medline, EMBASE, PEDro, CINAHL and Cochrane. The inclusion criteria were: randomized control trial (RCT) performed in PD with at least one VR variable included in the therapeutically treatment and diagnosed PD subjects. Four RCT were chosen showing all good methodology quality. Concordance between evaluators was moderate-high. VR was the main treatment in all of them. VR was more effective in balance improvement in PD subjects than conventional physiotherapy in two RCT. VR was not more effective in balance improvement in PD subjects than conventional physiotherapy in two RCT. Contradictory evidences where showed between the effectiveness of the VR programs versus conventional programs in the effectiveness of balance treatment with PD subjects. Non-motor variables improvement was not greater in subjects with VR treatments versus the ones with conventional physiotherapy in the four RCT. The treatments with VR cannot be assumed as more effectives than conventional physiotherapy through PD subjects in motor and psychosocial variables.